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1.

Executive Summary
Technology is playing a pivotal role in helping societies respond, recover, and thrive
in the COVID-hit world. The increasing importance of capturing real-time data and
acting upon the insights is driving focus on Internet of Things (IoT) – both in terms of
its wider applicability and the path towards achieving scale. IoT spending has been
increasing each year across the globe even in times of the pandemic. While economic
barriers are receding, significant obstacles remain in adoption, security, and
reliability of this technology. A positive, virtuous cycle of accelerated growth can be
charted when scale of adoption will meet sophistication in terms of more automation,
to deliver both cutting-edge solutions, as well as, technology for the larger social
development. As intelligent devices and machines become more available, IoT
technology will begin to be viewed as having a reinforcing positive impact on the
everyday lives of citizens.

IoT evolution over the years
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CURRENT ADOPTION TRENDS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
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2. The IoT landscape
How would be the world without the Internet? It is difficult to imagine such a scenario we
have never seen. Today, the Internet has become more important for everybody in both
personal and professional lives. Different devices that are increasingly IoT-enabled, such
as smartphones, sensors, mobile computers, and other smart appliances and objects are
examples of everyday “things” getting more and more infused into our lives.

2.1 IoT – One paradigm, many definitions
IoT is an ecosystem of connected devices that exchange data over a wired or wireless
network to deliver some preset conditional data, and derive both, intelligence and nextstage decisions, from that data. These devices could be smartphones, laptops, smart
electric appliances, smart office equipment, or any device tagged with sensors. Data
generated by these devices is routed to on-premise data centers or cloud storage, and
more recently, to Edge storage, where it is analyzed for insights. Increasingly, the data
generated by one equipment is also getting routed directly to another equipment to initiate
a response action, thus creating a series of machine-to-machine or M2M communication,
where it is processed to gain insights that help in taking decisions.

World Economic Forum defines IoT as:
A growing network of internet-enabled devices, with applications as wide-ranging as
smart cities today, and driverless cars in the future. Along with other emerging
technologies, such as AI, the IoT is a part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
Gartner offers a more elaborate functional definition of IoT, as:
A network of physical objects that contain embedded technology to communicate and
sense or interact with their internal states or the external environment. The connecting of
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assets, processes and personnel enables the capture of data and events from which a
company can learn behavior and usage, react with preventive action, or augment or
transform business processes. The IoT is a foundational capability for the creation of a
digital business.
Simply put, IoT is

IoT is a network of physical objects that…
…contains embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact…
…with their internal states or the external environment.

2.2 Evolution of IoT
Since its first commercial use outside of academic labs in the early 1990s, Internet has
grown, from the Internet of Computers in the early 2000s that connected two or more
computing devices over LAN or WAN networks, to the Internet of People, that mushroomed
rapidly from 2010s to give us the Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram that we know today. Now, we
are in the IoT era where people-to-machine (and back), and M2M communications rule. An
estimate suggests that by 2025, 60-67% of all data generated will be non-human or M2M.

IoT’s evolution synchronizes well with certain enabling demand and supply factors that
supported its formative stages:
Supply-side factors:
1. Rapid R&D reduced the cost of cutting-edge devices and greatly enhanced
accessibility across consumer genres
2. Embedded software became a mainstay of industrial equipment, and lately,
personal devices
3. IoT equipment costs – costs of basic sensors that are internet-enabled – and more
complex devices – decreased rapidly in the 15 years from 2004 to 2020, from US$
1.3 per sensor to less than US$0.4 (Statista)
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Demand-side factors:
1. Non-linear growth in demand for smartphones and the Internet
2. Rising middle-class and their discretionary spend propensity has pulled suppliers
of personal and home devices to go smart
3. The fast pace of technological sophistication in the industrial and agricultural
sectors world over, a lot of which got attributed to retrofitted traditional equipment
showing early benefits, has driven significant adoption and opened avenues for
more integrated products and services
How does this bode for IoT advancement? The frontier is being shaped by M2M
communications and how these could be fine-tuned with emerging communications
technologies, such as 5G, and more API-based and open architecture developmental
platforms to build autonomous processes. Areas that could see stronger adoption in the
future include manufacturing operations, transportation, smart grid technologies, smart
buildings, and, increasingly, consumer IoT, smart home automation, and retail.

2.3 Core technologies of IoT implementation
IoT Technology stack
An IoT solution is formed of several elements, across hardware, software, and platforms,
that each contributes to creating the IoT value chain, as illustrated.

IoT Usage Segments
The positive impact that the IoT solutions brought to various industries has been capturing
the attention of industrial companies and manufacturers who aim to optimize their current
processes by implementing new capabilities like remote controlling or monitoring of their
supply chain processes, as well as implementing sensors directly to their machines to
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carry out predictive and preventive maintenance, to save millions of dollars. Key
application areas in the four major user segments – industrial, commercial, consumer, and
government – are illustrated below:

2.4 IoT applications and use cases
IoT applications span the spectrum from need-based to real-time decision making, singlecondition to multi-condition reporting, and human-controlled to autonomous operation
triggers. Based on where one is on the spectrum, IoT tech can be fine-tuned to deliver the
desired functionality. Hence, it makes for a versatile and general-purpose digital
technology with immense future possibilities.
The major application areas across various sectors are:
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IoT will change our lives and organizations dramatically – just as cloud computing and big
data have been a major shift, the Internet and mobile devices revolutionized the world,
robots and AI impact and will impact our lives deeply, blockchain is a major game-changer
and Industry 4.0 will significantly alter the face of manufacturing and industrial markets.
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3. COVID-19 impact on IoT
COVID-19 has impacted countries and communities in immeasurable ways. Like all the
other sectors, the IoT set to technologies also took a dip globally during the COVID-19
pandemic. Majorly, the Asia-Pacific and European IoT markets were immensely impacted.
❖ Consumer services, transportation, and manufacturing sectors were impacted the
most
❖ Enterprises started engaging in proof of concepts and accelerating their IoT-related
technology investments to improve efficiencies/reduce downtime.

3.1 Impact on global IoT landscape
A brief snapshot of how the pandemic impacted the IoT sector globally is explained below:

IoT will impact certain demographics, sectors, and application areas more as emerging
global megatrends suggest from our research conducted in 2020 on Techade 2020: Digital
Tech Opportunities.
Globally, as organizations and governments have struggled to address COVID-19 related
impacts, a trend of implementing different technologies was seen, including IoT. As a
result, COVID-19 has unknowingly acted as the catalyst of accelerated IoT adoption across
multiple sectors. Consequently, in the latter part of 2020, some positive market trends
started to emerge including:
❖ The IoT worldwide spending readjusted for 2021; to return to double-digit growth
rates and achieve a CAGR of 11.3% over the 2020-2024 forecast period
❖ Healthcare, insurance, and education sectors to deliver the strongest industry gains
in IoT spending in 2021
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3.2 IoT spending accelerated during the pandemic
IoT spending in various sectors across the globe has significantly increased owing to the
significant digitization need generated during the pandemic period. Organizations and
governments started investing in IoT technologies to have a seamless virtual working
experience. A brief snapshot of IoT spending drivers that have accelerated IoT adoption
during the pandemic is provided below:
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4. Global IoT Overview
A lot has been said about the global impact of COVID-19 on IoT however, on a positive note,
it is worth looking at how the IoT has evolved post-COVID-19 introduction. At the latter part
of the pandemic’s lifecycle and its declining significant impacts, the global IoT market
size/spending predictions have evolved to a great extent. An acceleration trend in IoT
adoption has been redefining the dimensions of the already evolving IoT space. A quick
snapshot of how the market looked like during the pre-pandemic period and how it is going
to evolve by 2023 has been provided below:
IoT market snapshot 2019-2023

Source: NASSCOM’s Technology Sector in India 2020, TECHADE- The New Decade/Strategic Review

4.1 The emerging IoT opportunity – Market and Spending Trends
The tale of how IoT market was booming during the pre-pandemic period, to how it almost
took a hit, dipped down, and came back rebounding in 2021 will always fascinate the coming
generations. The IoT market was immensely impacted owing to the pandemic. Sectors such
as consumer services, transportation, and manufacturing were the most impacted sectors.
The global spending pattern also saw a shift– from devices and sensors to cloud, data &
analytics, and software in the work-from-anywhere scenario.
However, the IoT market is showing signs of positive recovery in 2021 and is expected to
follow the same trends beyond 2021 as well. In terms of sectors, the IoT spending focus has
shifted – from Industrials & services to connected devices. A significant increase in IoT
spending in sectors including healthcare, manufacturing and supply chain, education, and
smart homes is also witnessed. We expect this trend of sector-wise IoT adoption to further
accelerate in the future as well.
A brief pre- and post-pandemic IoT market snapshot explaining how the future IoT
opportunity is likely to shape and the vertical IoT implementation areas are explained
below:
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4.2 Global IoT vendor landscape, IoT spending by sectors, and spending trends
Global IoT vendor landscape in 2021
Hundreds of global organizations across the entire IoT stack are offering services in
various sectors. The below infographic provides a view of the global IoT landscape (2021).
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4.3 Major global IoT developments – partnerships and M&As in 2020-2021
The disruptive impacts of COVID-19 have resulted in accelerating IoT implementation
across various sectors. IoT M&A market remained red hot during the pandemic and the
continuation of this strong activity in the IoT space is expected in 2021 as well, owing to
improved COVID-19 situation and multiple federal relief packages being rolled out globally.
Acquisition activity around IoT healthcare market has increased and is expected to
continue as companies increasingly see the importance of such solutions. Consumers
increase their spending through the OTT/online retail platforms. Smart building
technologies will be critical as businesses reopen and IoT use cases, such as remote
temperature checks, occupancy detectors, and air filtration sensors, among others, help
buildings reopen safely.
The below infographic provides insights around the global IoT investments, key
developments, and M&As happened in 2020 through 2021 that further confirm the
technology’s accelerated implementation.
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Notable IoT key developments happened during tha pandemic include:

Notable IoT-related global acquisitions of 2020:
Acquirer
Nvidia
Infineon Technologies
Nvidia
Aveva
BMC
HPW
Netapp
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Acquired company
ARM
Cypress
Mellanox
OSIsoft
Compuware
SilverPeak
Spot.io

Deal size
$40 billion
$9.4 billion
$7 billion
$5 billion
$2 billion
$925 million
$450 million

Category
Semiconductor
Semiconductor
Semiconductor
Industrial IoT
Smart Enterprise
Edge Computing
Edge Computing

Silicon Labs
Synaptic
Amdocs
Microsoft

RedpineLink
DisplayLink
Openet
CyberX

$308 million
$305 million
$180 million
$165 million

Semiconductor
Semiconductor
Smart Enterprise
IoT Security

Notable IoT-related global top start-up investment rounds of 2020:
Company
Samsara
Infarm
COSMOplat
Skylo
ForgeRock
Verkada

Funding stage
Series F
Series C
Series A
Series B
Series D
Series C

Amount
$400 million
$170 million
$150 million
$103 million
$93.5 million
$80 million

Country
USA
Germany
China
USA/India
USA
USA

Category
Industrial IoT
IoT-based vertical farming
Industrial Iot Platform
IoT Connectivity (Satellite)
IoT Security
Smart Buildings

Source: IoT Analytics

Globally, the year 2021 will be expected to be amicable to enterprises adopting an IoTbased enterprise security system while at the same time not being so well received by
enterprises that have still chosen to take on a traditional way of managing their operations.
Some firms still believe in the pace of accelerated IoT implementation and its forthcoming
future. As per IDC, key IoT specific market insights for 2021 are:
❖ The worldwide IoT spending will return to double-digit growth rates in 2021
❖ Healthcare, insurance, and education to deliver the strongest industry gains in IoT
spending
❖ Adoption of IoT/IIoT amongst other emerging technologies including, AI/ML, Edge
computing and analytics, Robotics, etc. will continue gaining ground rapidly
❖ Acceleration of the consumer/patient preferences originated by the pandemic will likely
follow
❖ HealthTech, EdTech, and RetailTech sectors are ahead of the curve in adopting IoT
❖ Both central and state governments in India have shown immense agility in developing
technology solutions to enable citizen services and pandemic management. GovTech, or
the government’s digital transformation, is an imminent boost to India’s digital
transformation imperative.

4.4 IoT technology implementation priorities and drivers in 2021
While the global IoT spending is expected to return to recovery in 2021, many technology
implementation priorities came into portrait after the COVID-19 hit and have been
recognized as major drivers driving the IoT market in 2021. Some of the major technology
implementation priorities that are driving the IoT 2021 market are explained below:
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Note: We will cover a detailed sector-wise analysis of IoT implementation/adoption (pre/post-pandemic) in the
second part of this PoV

4.5 Top IoT global trends in 2021
IoT trends in 2021 will focus on core needs such as health-and-safety efforts and
equipment monitoring, however, IoT in customer experience will also develop. Several
trends continue to gather momentum, fueling IoT’s prominence in 2021, from data-intensive
experiences that use IoT devices (such as self-driving cars or wearable devices) to basic
health and safety needs as COVID-19 continues.
In 2021 some uses of IoT will focus on core health-and-safety initiatives (such as building
cleaning technologies and track-and-trace capabilities). Many IoT technologies will lay a
foundation and then help organizations progress to focus on more mature areas, such as
customer service and customer experience.
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5. Indian IoT Overview
5.1 Accelerated Adoption and Market Growth Potential
India’s digital economy is one of the largest and fastest-growing markets for digital
consumers. A digitally transformed economy, a $1 trillion digital economy aim for 2025, as
part of the $5 trillion 2025 GDP vision, will usher India into the realm of sustainable and
inclusive development, of which, IoT will form a core technology pillar. So, how is IoT
playing a role in meeting India’s digital growth?
IoT investments in India are expected to go up to $15 billion in 2021 from $5 billion in 2019,
according to research by NASSCOM’s sister organization, DSCI. This will also get reflected
in the fact that IoT devices in India will likely increase significantly. Industrial IoT (IIoT) is
already well on its way to rejig the Indian manufacturing landscape. The Indian government
has made the “Make in India” initiative a priority to strengthen India’s manufacturing
prowess while making the country an attractive location for Indian and international
manufacturers.

5.2 Enablers of IoT in India and Unique Use Cases
IoT can transform India in unique ways to reach the masses where sophisticated
technology may not reach, through applications such as intelligent tracking systems in
transportation, industrial wireless automation, public safety, personal health monitoring,
and health care for the aged community.
❖ India has unique problems where remote access to necessities, such as primary
healthcare with adequate doctors, basic education to children in rural and semiurban areas, adequate market access to the agricultural population, reach of core
government services, etc., has been a challenge and continues to limit the rapid
pace at which the country can evolve. India’s mobile-first digitalization success,
leapfrogging from no computerization to mobile usage straight away, can be a
potent tool in its armor. IoT-enabled services through this medium can bring
dramatic transformation in the lives of people with limited amenities.
❖ While COVID-19 created an unavoidable survival push for many urbanites and
companies to also embrace technology, the challenge will be to continue to build on
this momentum.
❖ India’s true IoT potential lies in implementing both, sophisticated Smart City and
Smart Living concepts, as well as, enabling mass-scale Tech4Good applications.
High value drivers of IoT in India are explained below:
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5.3 IoT Vendor Landscape in India
India’s IoT landscape has evolved both in coverage and depth. Be it the IoT start-up
ecosystem, IoT-specific patents, or IIoT space, India is seeing significant growth in all these
areas.
❖ Around 5,000 IoT patents were filed from 2014-2019, and this trend is expected to
continue through 2021. Increasing internet bandwidth and availability, a rise in
smartphone usage and a growing number of devices with built-in sensors will drive
the IoT market in India. IoT implementation in healthcare will gain more impetus.
Other segments to see more push for IoT solutions includes disaster prevention,
public safety, and security, manufacturing and supply chains
❖ India’s 480+ IoT start-ups number is expected to increase in 2021, owing to
improving telecom connectivity and the need for connected solutions. In 2020, fewer
newly formed start-ups have leveraged IoT due to supply chain and customer
access challenges, conversely, in 2021, we could see these challenges diminishing
and some new start-ups leveraging IoT coming up in the space
❖ Manufacturers of smart products and industrial devices are expected to implement
remote monitoring and diagnostic solution (RM&D) for data monetization in 2021.
Another vendor activity in the IIoT space is expected to grow in 2021 as well
A snapshot of the Indian IoT vendor landscape is provided below:
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5.4 Top trends and drivers of the Indian IoT domain
Major trends driving the Indian IoT landscape
IoT will unlock new opportunities when harnessed and integrated with other technologies.
India has already started working on the latest upcoming trends. Below are the top IoT 2021
trends in India.
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5.5 The role of the Government of India in IoT adoption
India’s IoT adoption and growth journey will be a collaborative process, vis-à-vis, other
economies where either the government or the private sector may take a dominant lead.
Even before the pandemic, policy and project initiatives by the central and various state
governments in India took shape and were leveraged successfully during the pandemic.
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6. Key challenges and risks in the IoT adoption
The IoT platform can intertwine nimbly across business-sector platforms, raising security
concerns about the collected information and effective management. The following are
some observations per industry analysis:

IoT has a lot of scope and a long runway for becoming a foundational technology that will
speed up the Indian digital transformation goals of becoming a $1 trillion digital economy
and $5 trillion overall economy globally by 2025. In the following PoV, we will focus on the
key IoT sector-wise adoption trends and use cases from an industry viewpoint.
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About NASSCOM
NASSCOM is the industry association for the IT-BPM sector in India. A not-for-profit
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Research is the in-house research and analytics arm of NASSCOM generating insights and
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India’s position as a hub for digital technologies and innovation.
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herein, or for interpretations thereof. The material or information is not intended to be relied
upon as the sole basis for any decision which may affect any business. Before making any
decision or taking any action that might affect anybody’s personal finances or business, they
should consult a qualified professional adviser.
Use or reference of companies/third parties in the report is merely for the purpose of
exemplifying the trends in the industry and that no bias is intended towards any company. This
report does not purport to represent the views of the companies mentioned in the report.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process or service by trade name,
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its
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